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CHA's
first Film
Festival

Women’s
Conference
by Kara Franklin

That is an obvious need for this
campus,” he said. “An outdoor
pavilion is something the committee has discussed being built.
We planned a pavilion to help
create a gathering space for
students and a place for student
events. It would also be a place
for tennis players to have access
to restrooms.”
Mr. Northcutt showed rough
sketches by architects of what
the pavilion would look like.
The space would be open, with
views of Scotland Yard and the
new tennis courts. It would also
be large enough to host student
functions.

At 9:30 a.m. on Sat. March
29, 87 women gathered for
Covenant College’s women’s
conference, “Living as a Temple:
Self Compassion, Body Image,
and the Imago Dei.”
The conference featured
speaker Kellie Currin, a counseling
intern at Covenant.
Currin advised the women on
how to respond to the degrading
messages they receive from the
media, others, and themselves
by practicing self-compassion
and finding their identity and
value in Christ. After the lecture,
the women divided into small
groups to discuss what Currin had
presented.
Conference host Jessica Cooper
was pleasantly surprised by the
large number of participants.
While only 32 students sent
Cooper an RSVP, 87 women
attended.
“I was completely blown away,”
said Cooper. “I was so thankful
that so many girls took the time
and got out of bed on Saturday
morning.”
Cooper had been thinking
about hosting the event since the
beginning of this year.
“It’s something I’ve been very

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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by Kendi Anderson
Chattanooga’s first film festival
is planned to take place April
3-6. The event offers a series
of films, panels, and a packed
schedule of events for fans and
filmmakers alike. The majority of
the events will take place downtown at the Carmike Majestic
and festival general admission
tickets are still available.
The Chattanooga Film Festival
(CFF) has sold out of all VIP,
Festival, Filmlover, and Mes After
Badges. The CFF board is excited
about the expected turnout
and the diverse crowd that the
festival is attracting. Badges
have been purchased by locals
and people from across the
country, specifically New York
City and Los Angeles.
Despite being sold out of
badges that guarantee access
to events, the board is still
encouraging local fans to show
up and try to buy tickets at the
door. They are offering standby
ticketing and expect to have extra
seating at most viewings for $10.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Developing plans for south campus
by Henry Overos
There is a reason previewing
students do not often start
their visit to Covenant on the
south side of campus; the gravel
parking lot, the old tennis courts
and the road by the gym with
potholes aren’t idyllic. With the
development of the new tennis
courts, however, the campus
planning committee is examining what else can be done to
south campus to make it more
integrated with the rest of the
campus’ design.
“As we started thinking about
tennis we began to ask `What
are we looking at for this whole

area? What is the whole big
picture?’ As far as the site goes
we want to make sure we don’t
paint ourselves in a corner for
fixing up Scotland Yard and
the parking lot,” said David
Northcutt, chief planning and
facilities officer.
An architect by trade, he was
brought to Covenant in 2006
to help with development for
Andreas and Brock.
It is clear to Mr. Northcutt, as
well as others on the campus
planning committee, that the
south side of campus has little
student space.
“We want a space for
students to gather and meet.

Senior art
majors
present 675
Hours

Honk! the
musical
review

Human
transcendence
and the image
of God

Cynical about
cynicism
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Love Lookout Event
by Scott Hoelsema
Some students sleep in on
Saturdays. Some do laundry.
Some play video games. This Saturday, April 5, some Covenant
students will serve their community and eat bagels and pizza
at Love Lookout, a service event
hosted by the Student Ministries
Committee.
Love Lookout originated
under the direction of Meredith Hall and Chris Stern,
Residence Directors in Maclellan/Rymer Hall and Founders
Hall in 2011. They envisioned
an event that would provide
students in their buildings
with the opportunity to serve
community members and local
organizations. They hoped that
this, in turn, would generate
an atmosphere of service, and
potentially jumpstart long-term

CHA Film Festival
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

The complete list of films and
events can be found at chattanoogafilmfest.com and include:
A Life in the Death of Joe Meek,
The Congress, Banjo Romantika,
Stand Clear of the Closing Door,
Hard Way Home, Borgman,
Whitewash, Mood Indigo, 12
O’Clock Boys, Coherence, Ernest
and Celestine, The Sacrament,
Why Don’t You Play in Hell?,

service involvement among
students.
Those who participated in
Love Lookout in its inaugural
year in fall of 2011 did a
variety of service projects such
as raking leaves and trimming
bushes at Dr. Haddad’s house.
After a year of pause in
2012-2013, Love Lookout was
relaunched in fall of 2013 by
the Student Ministries Committee.
"We didn't want Love
Lookout to become a thing of
the past. It's such a wonderful
opportunity for students and
really in keeping with the
goals of the SMC,” said Jack
Roylston, who is head of the
Student Ministries Committee.
Last fall, students from
Carter Hall and Andreas Hall
were invited to do service projects in a variety of locations,

including the Chattanooga
Rescue Mission, the home
of Marcus and Janet Hulsey
(Marcus is Northwest Georgia
YoungLife Area Director), and
the home of President Frank
Brock, among others. An early
start warranted some bagels,
and after serving, students
enjoyed pizza from Mr. T's.
Love Lookout is a manifestation of the Student Ministries
Committee's vision statement,
which reads: “Our vision is to
facilitate and build awareness
and opportunities for student
service and discipleship on
campus, at their churches, and
in the community.”
This semester, Love Lookout
is open to residents of Maclellan/Rymer, Founders, the
Student Apartments, and offcampus students. Participants
will follow a similar schedule as

in the fall: gathering at 8 a.m.
in the Caudle Room for bagels
and devotions, a morning of
service, and rejoining at 12:30
p.m. for pizza and informal
discussion.
This spring, some of the
service locations include the
Chattanooga Area Food Bank,
Choices Pregnancy Resource
Center, as well as some homes
of faculty/staff. The Student
Ministries Committee requests
that students RSVP using the
link they received in their
email.
In addition to Roylston, the
Student Ministries Committee
is led by junior Chairman
for Church Involvement Joey
Hausler, junior Chairman for
Campus Spiritual Life Elisabeth
Hooker, and junior Chairman
for Community Involvement
Scott Hoelsema. The is the

Student Ministries Committee's
first year in operation after
evolving from the Student
Ministries Director position. It
reports to Student Senate.
In so doing, the Student
Ministries Committee hopes
to be a “catalyst for student
involvement, which we pray
ultimately blossoms into
deeper spiritual growth and a
richer knowledge of our Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ.”
The Student Ministries
Committee is thankful for the
legacy set up by Meredith and
Chris, and blessed to carry
on this tradition for current
Covenant students. In this
spring’s Love Lookout, the
SMC hopes that this event will
once again orient students’
hearts to Christian service,
bless others, and bring our
community together.

Father Like Son, The Sacrament,
The Day After Stonewall Died,
Teenage, Hateship Loveship, The
Raid 2, and several blocks of
short films.
The Festival director, Chris
Dortch, said that the short block
segments has caused some
frustration among local filmmakers.
Dortch told Nooga.com, “We
got a lot of hate mail, especially
from local filmmakers, because
their films didn’t get into the

festival.”
Determining which shorts to
feature was especially difficult
because these are the only films
eligible for prizes at CFF. Dortch
said that they did not want to
put up any local films that could
not compete against other films
at the festival.
Dortch defended the decisions of the seven people who
determined which films to show
this year and described the
process as agonizing.

“There is really an opportunity
to wander into something you
may not have heard of and wind
up seeing one of your favorite
films ever,” Dortch told Nooga.
com.
Along with an extensive list
of films, CFF is excited about
the variety of lectures and
discussions that will take place
regarding some of the films.
They are hoping to provide a
dialogue about specific films and
filmmaking for those producing

art and fans of cinema.

Faculty Quote of the Week
“You don't call a table "she," even if it does have nice legs.”
- Dr. MacDougall in Elementary Greek II
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The Verdict

CRAVING SOME GOOD
BBQ?
OR CLUMPIES ICE CREAM?
WELL, ON WEDNESDAY,
APRIL 16TH, YOU CAN GET
BOTH IN ONE NIGHT -AND SEND KIDS FROM
HOWARD HIGH SCHOOL
TO YOUNG LIFE CAMP!
PLEASE COME OUT AND
SUPPORT HOWARD YOUNG
LIFE’S FUNDRAISER TO SEND A
KID TO CAMP!

Yes...seniors

WHEN: WEDNESDAY, APRIL 16
FROM 6PM-8PM

Yes...to thistle
mugs

WHERE: THE HUB AT FIRST
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
650 MCCALLIE AVENUE
CHATTANOOGA, TN 37403
(PARKING IS FREE/AVAILABLE)
HOW MUCH?: $7 WITH
STUDENT ID
INCLUDES: A PLATE OF BBQ
-- BEANS, SLAW, & CLUMPIES
ICE CREAM!

THE BAGPIPE

DUE TO THE GENEROSITY OF
KIND DONORS,
100% OF THE MONEY RAISED
GOES TO HOWARD YOUNG
LIFE KIDS GOING TO CAMP!
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Women's Conference
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

passionate about,” she explained.
“I had a lot of girls ask me for
prayer on this subject.”
She then decided to create
an event that would encourage
women to find their security in
God. Cooper presented the idea
to Christiana Fitzpatrick, who
began assisting in the event planning in the beginning of January.
Isabel Kulp, one of the small

New pavilion
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

Sophomore Travis Hutchinson,
student representative on the
campus planning committee
explains the reasoning behind
these plans.
“It could be a good place for
students to host events. Homecoming could be great there.
With the pavilion, the south side
of campus would look more
attractive too,” he said.
Students should understand,

Christina Schuman

group discussion leaders explained
that many girls at Covenant are
struggling to have self-compassion in the midst of their relational
and academic responsibilities that
come with college life.
She said, “I thought it was
really beautiful to see the girls
come together from every area
of our community to share their
struggles and difficulties.”
She added how thankful she
was for Currin’s lecture.
“She was so genuine and did

a really good job of showing her
heart and struggles which helped
bring other girls in,” said Kulp.
Stephanie Taylor, another
small-group leader explained how
Currin presented ideas uniquely
and effectively.
“I liked how Kellie approached
the topic from the perspective
of self-compassion rather than
self-esteem. I had never heard of
a person in authority talk about
how self-esteem can be dangerous,” she said.

however, that these plans are
only preliminary.
“It looks nice and developed
[in the sketches] but we are
waiting on very preliminary cost
estimates,” Northcutt said. “If
the cost estimates come in high
or low, we will have to rethink
the design of the pavilion. We
also have to think about how
to control access to a sporting
event.”
The plans are not set in stone
and the process is a long one.
A folder containing multiple

sketches of the pavilion in
previous design stages illustrates
that the process takes years of
planning and funding before
anything can be done.
“We have taken the planning
just a little step further. What
you do is go a step at a time,”
said Northcutt.
There is no funding identified
for the plans. That process will
take more discussion because
the south side of campus is not
necessarily the committee’s chief
concern, as it has also looked

Taylor’s small group was so
involved in their conversation
that they could not stop after the
allotted hour for discussion.
“I was worried that we
wouldn’t be able to fill up an hour
in discussion,” said Taylor. “But
we used up an hour and a half.”
Considering this event a
great success, Cooper fervently
expressed her desire to host
another woman’s conference next
year.
into renovating Carter Hall and
other academic buildings. If the
south side of campus becomes
a chief concern, however, things
could begin moving faster. The
process will take time and the
committee has to be careful
it does not go forward with
designs that stop future development of south campus from
happening.
If students have any questions
they can contact Travis Hutchinson or David Northcutt.

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for News, please contact News editor Emmett Gienapp at emmett.gienapp@covenant.edu.
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The CSO’s “The Orchestra in Orbit and Beyond” review
by Elena Forman
On Feb. 9, the Chattanooga
Symphony performed “The
Orchestra in Orbit and
Beyond” in the Volkswagen
plant, an auditorium with
marvelous acoustics. Kayoko
Dan conducted, and being a
flautist, she brought out the
flute section in her pieces.
They provided a significant
accompaniment to the violins
in many of the pieces, such
as Henryk Wienaski’s (1835 –
1880) Concerto No. 2 Movement 3 for Violin and Orchestra, and she especially used
them to compete with the
violins and horns in Star Trek
Through the Ages, forming
an almost-discordant, spacey
sound. They also provided a
long, flowing goodbye sound
in Gustav Holst’s (1874 –

1934) Planets “Jupiter, the
Bringer of Jollity” and in
John Williams’ (1932- ) Extra
Terrestrial “Adventures on
Earth.”
Indeed, the stage had
excellent acoustics. The
symphony projected to the
farthest part of the room, and
each section sounded full and
well-rounded. The room was
brightly lit and rectangular,
with disconnected plastic
seats for the audience. The
floor was flat linoleum,
which allowed sound waves
to bounce around the room
more easily, something carpet
cannot do. The orchestra
played in the middle section
of the room, though the
audience faced them from
only one direction.
This concert had a space
theme. It began and ended

with well-known spacethemed pieces, and the
conductor conversed with
a green alien between acts.
In my opinion, the space
effect was primarily created
by countermelodies between
violins and trumpets, often
including a soft drum beat
in eighths and augmented
triads. Examples of this effect
are in Ludwig van Beethoven’s
(1770–1827) Symphony No.
5, 1st Movement, Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart’s (17561791) The Magic Flute
“Queen of the Night,” and
Holst’s Planets “Jupiter, the
Bringer of Jollity.”
Holst’s “Mars, the Bringer
of War” is harsh and dissonant. Though Holst’s
pieces are original in rhythm
and mood, Kenric Taylor, a
graduate of Williams Col-

lege Department of Music,
explained that his “blatant
dissonance and unconventional meter seems to be
riddled with the influence of
Stravinsky. The dissonance
in Holst’s “Mars, the Bringer
of War” is demonstrated by
the tubas and the strings,
particularly the violin. Igor
Stravinsky’s (1882-1971)
“Infernal Dance,” though not
as dramatically dissonant as
Holst’s, also contrasts horns
and strings. Being about a
demonic dance, however,
his piece sounds more airy
than Holst’s earthy war
music. Stravinsky uses winds,
particularly clarinets, to cause
the airy sound, and Holst uses
deep bass drums to provide
his martial, dangerous sound.
As this was a classical
concert, the formally-dressed

audience kept still and quiet,
clapping only at the end of
each piece. Late-comers were
allowed to enter while a piece
was playing but could not sit
until after a piece ended.
The pieces varied in length
from three to eleven minutes.
Sections of instruments
seemed to enter and exit continually, causing a blend of
harmonies that kept my head
turning in an attempt to track
where each new sound came
from. One such piece was
Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto
2 Movement 1. This concert
made me want to find some
classical CDs from the school
library. I had not realized until
now how much I missed the
melodious sounds of so many
beautiful instruments.

Senior art majors present 675 Hours
by Liz Simakoff
The Art Department is (hopefully) graduating 16 seniors
this upcoming May. In order to
accommodate the large volume
of Senior Integration Projects,
seniors have been divided into
three groups. Their art openings
are taking place three weeks
in a row, on Wednesday nights
beginning this week.
The first group, consisting of
Emily Andrews, Jessie Blankenship, Elizabeth Mackey, Will
Malone, and Alexa Tatum’s show
675 Hours opens April 2.
Emily Andrews’ watercolor
paintings show her explorations
in color which subvert their
structured beginnings as grids on
paper. She uses these grids to set
up parameters to create works
which serve as reminders of quiet
repetition. The small strokes of
paint, while discrete segments,
vary in color to create a larger
composition with lingering
narratives. Her work is about
process and the end result serves

as a visual record of her time in
the studio. Emily describes her
process as “calculated” and
this structure serves as a mental
bridge to a place where she can
be quiet and listen well.
Jessie Blankenship has created
seven intimate vessels which are
part of a performance piece to
happen each day of the show.
Each day at an unspecified time,
Jessie will destroy one of her vessels. The performance, she says,
“isn’t about the ceramic vessels.
It’s about my own process
of relinquishing control and
sacrificing my idolatry founded
in performance and worldly
success.”
Elizabeth Mackey is presenting
four oil paintings which explore
themes of struggle during her
time at Covenant. The paintings
formally explore patterns and
rhythms she sees in nature and
in the human body, and the connection visually bridges what it
means to be a created being who
is called to make. For Elizabeth,
painting is a form of worshipping

her creator, and her SIP serves as
an artifact of the creative gifts
she possesses.
Will Malone’s SIP photographs
present the viewer with the
daydreams he regularly occupies
as an outlet. These doubleexposures were created almost
entirely in-camera, with minimal
computer editing. His title image,
Locus, features his fiancé Anna,
with her face obscured by backlit
pine trees. Light falls over the
right side of Anna’s face as her
shadowed left side is warped
into a mirror-like surface for lanky
branches of pine trees against
a bright blue sky. The physical
juxtaposition of a familiar place
on a familiar face seems to serve
as a visual reminder of the way
in which people and places are
forever changed by one another.
The photograph will be delightfully familiar to Covenant viewers
as both subjects are familiar, and
the airy feeling and depth within
the outline of Anna’s face are
both disorienting and thoughtprovoking.

Will Malone

675 Hours is a show about
process and the time and the
conditioning which goes into
every work created by these

artists. The show will be up until
next Wed. April 9, so see it while
you can!
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7:57 am
by Graham LePage
Three minutes conscious as we
shove open metal doors and
walk to class, windblown
hair freezing in place
after the bed-head shower
douse.
Shoulders warm in their sweaters.
Crows feet already forming
at the corners of our eye.
Cheeks stinging from the cold.

Honk! the musical review

Christina Schuman

by Adrienne Siegenthaler
Covenant’s spring musical this
year is quite a bit cuter than it
has been in the past. The stage
this year is filled with baby frogs,
sly cats, and barnyard animals as
Covenant mounts a production
of Honk!, a children’s musical.
Honk! tells the classic story of
the Ugly Duckling, but with a
few original twists that make it
fresh and fun.
The cast is led by junior
Jamison Shimmel and sophomore Emma Shope, who play
the roles of Ugly the Duckling
and Ida, Ugly’s mother. Both
do a great job in their roles.
Fans of Jamison’s Improv talents
will find a lot of his physical
comedy present in this show,
and Emma shows a level of
ease on stage that is a pleasure
to watch. Her talent shines in
both song and choreography.
The rest of the cast performs
wonderfully as well, and almost
every actor plays multiple roles.
It is fun to watch these actors

change characters from scene
to scene and consistently keep
these characters distinct and
interesting.
Also, this musical exhibits the
talents of four hilarious and
adorable child actors—Whitman
Halvorson, Drennen Evearitt,
Jacob Patty, and Nathan Patty—
who play ducklings and froglets
with high drama and high
enthusiasm. Having child actors
involved in the production was
a highlight for the rest of the
cast.
Sophomore Elizabeth Coats,
who plays four different supporting roles in the show, said,
“It didn’t matter how bad your
day was, because when those
little kids hugged you it made
everything better.”
The department chose to put
on a children’s musical for a
variety of reasons.
“The department chose to
do a children's musical primarily as a training method for
those involved,” said Jamison
Shimmel. “Children's theatre

is a marketable skill to have as
an actor, and this musical was
the perfect way to introduce
many of us to this style. Honk!
also had a smaller budget and
space as it was performed in
Sanderson 215 this year.”
One of the greatest strengths
of this production is the visuals.
The set and costumes work
together seamlessly, and create
a pleasant mood on the stage.
The overall aesthetic is not one
of cheesy childishness, which is
often found in children’s musicals, but of bold colors, strong
shapes, and bright details. The
costumes in particular are truly
excellent. The costume department designed costumes that
subtly suggest the animals the
actors are playing, but are still
very human.
The show does suffer from
a lack of volume from all of
the singers. Putting the musical on in Sanderson has the
advantage of a more intimate
feel, and the small space allows
the entire audience to see the

actors’ faces and movements
more clearly. The downside to
the relocation of the musical,
however, is that the actors do
not have personal microphones,
and the musical suffers from a
lack of volume throughout as
a result. This means that often
lyrics are lost in both group
and individual songs, which
sometimes leaves the audience
wondering what is going on.
Though some of the actors
are new to musicals and vocal
performance, it is impressive to
see these performers enthusiastically give it their all.
Honk! is a fun show, and
is particularly fun to see as if
through the eyes of a child. This
show is a great opportunity to
bring families and children from
your church, work, or family up
to Covenant’s campus. There
will be shows on April 3 and
4 at 7 p.m., as well as a final
matinee on April 5 at 2:30 p.m.
in Sanderson 215.

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Arts, please contact Arts editor Hannah Lutz at hannah.irwin@covenant.edu.

No time for the sunrise.
No time for breakfast.
Striding into class one minute
late
with a silent apology, blearyeyed
removing jackets as we walk.
Slouching in our plastic seats.
Trying to learn despite ourselves.
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Human transcendence and the image of God
by Jordan Hilger
We watched a video for class
called “Embrace the Shake”
about an artist named Phil
Hansen, who got nerve damage
in his hand such that it was
always shaking and he could no
longer draw in the manner he
was used to. Then he decided
to embrace the shake, and
made great art in spite of it by
harnessing his shaking hand to
draw tons of jagged lines that
cumulatively became great art.
That was pretty cool. But as I
was listening to his talk, I began
to feel much the same way that
characters in spy movies feel
when they break into an enemy
compound without encountering any resistance. “It’s easy,”
one of them says to the other.
“Yeah,” says the other, and then,
somewhat wryly, “Too easy.”
How anyone with nerve damage in their hand can produce
art at the level Phil Hansen does
is remarkable, for sure. But the
fact that a person can experience
a sort of relief simply by reversing the conventional standards
which frustrate them is surely
one of the least remarkable
things in the world.
“Johnny can’t skate!” laments
a mother who just wants her
son to fit in with the other kids.
But what if, instead of teaching
Johnny to skate, we could
celebrate his natural lack of
coordination by filming his spills
for America’s Funniest Home
Videos? “See Johnny, everyone’s
cheering for you!” his mother
tells him. “But they’re only cheering because I’m falling,” replies
Johnny, somewhat uncertainly.
“That’s because they like you just
for who you are, Johnny. Don’t
you know that?”
Erasing a frustration by turning
the standard which causes it
upside down may be like curing
yourself of a milk allergy by
throwing your cow in a river.
Of course the glove doesn’t
fit exactly, but I think that is
because this phenomenon has
a ridiculously wide application.

Follow me down this winding trail
and consider another instance
of something which is probably
vaguely related to the abovementioned scenario.
We watched another video in
this same class about a Sikh girl
who received death threats for
having a beard, no doubt from
people who should themselves
be killed for their cowardice
and stupidity (apologies for
the unvarnished hatred of this
opinion). Somehow, after years
of hating herself for this genetic
abnormality, this young woman
came to accept herself as a
bearded female, placing confidence in the reality that God had
created her this way for a reason.
What a beautiful transformation.
Is there really anything else that
can be said?
I think so. Although most
people would respond by saying
“No, of course there’s nothing
else to say,” adding perhaps a
few qualifiers about the practicality of having a beard if one wants
to get a boyfriend, and perhaps
observing offhand that yes,
interesting, it appears that even
embracing limitations itself has its
own limitations; although most
would say as much, there is still
the creeping, ghost of a suspicion
that bearded women are very,
even tragically, unattractive.
Obviously we have moved
far beyond the relegation of
bearded women to freak shows
at traveling circuses. I am not
at all suggesting a return to the
barbarity of nineteenth century
American entertainment, but
simply intimating that the
opinions which tend to be considered “wrong” in these instances
may point beyond themselves to
something of more lasting value.
Take the most obvious corollary
issue we might discuss after
discussing bearded women, for
instance: the absurd standards
of appearance we place on the
poor, hapless people who are
born into our materialistic society,
as represented by the celebrities
we hate and worship and so
on and so forth. We all suffer

because of this. As a result, we
assume that the right thing to
say in regard to famous people is
that trying to emulate them and
asking others to do the same is
wrong and superficial and in so
doing we are compromising who
we are and denying our inherent
worth. The point has less to do
with whether or not superficiality
is wrong than with the fact that
this way of solving our problems
is deeply unsatisfying. Try not
bathing for a week to establish
that your worth as a human
being does not depend on what
others think of you, and let me
know if you have a stronger
sense of your inherent worth at
the end of it.
The dynamic at work in these
examples can be described as follows: we encounter an ideal that
places an incredible strain on us
because of the difficulty we have
in achieving it, and we attempt to
relieve the strain by either affirming an opposite system of values
or acting as if the ideal doesn’t
exist at all. The futility of seeking
acceptance through not bathing
illustrates the weakness of this
argument with relation to issues
of self-image, but I think the
wider application is theological.
That is, if you have heard
that all people have inherent
worth and dignity because they
are made in the image of God,
and you fail to see this inherent
worth in people who seem to be
committed to living as if no one
else exists but them, and who
flout common decency at every
available opportunity without any
awareness that they are doing
anything wrong, you may not be
the idiot who just-doesn’t-gethow-much-God-loves-everybody
that you thought you were. It
may be that what we do actually
does have some bearing on who
we are, and that this reality is
obscured by our over-dependence
on a Lutheran theology of grace
and twenty-first century accretions to it from the emergent
church about how much God
loves us and how “we don’t have
to do anything!”

The fact is that every single
person alive is placed in the worst
kind of predicament: the way we
are just isn’t good enough. The
need for human transcendence
cannot be negated by any system
of values that views moral and
personal weakness as inconsequential with respect to our getting the things we imagine to be
our greatest needs: love, respect,
affirmation, righteousness if
we’re a first-century Jew, and so
on. Any person who misinterprets
Scripture to be promoting such a
system should stop bathing and
then go and try to find love.
Not to prolong the discussion
about celebrities, and not to
give even more attention to
celebrities who already shouldn’t
be famous, but our situation
is much like that of “The Real
Housewives” of a given city,
who keep trying to throw parties
and host events without having
a tremendous amount of success. Oh no, who would have
thought that getting a bunch of
contentious, middle-aged women
together in the same household
wouldn’t turn out well? Similarly,
the situation we’re in as finite
beings is almost set up from the
beginning to be a failure.
Almost. You see, we strive after
what we seek and fail over and
over again, because what we
seek by its very nature is nearly
impossible to achieve. We even
doubt its existence and only hear
rumors of it from the myths of
ancient, pre-critical peoples and
from modern fantasy and science
fiction writers. Look at Gilgamesh
from the ancient Babylonian epic:
he treks across the entire world
in search of eternal life and ends
up dying himself. Apparently the
ancients thought this exercise in
futility worth recording. Why?
In our most popular modern
literature we have characters
who are stretched beyond their
normal capacities of feeling,
thinking, action, and so on.
“Once again, Harry, I must ask
too much of you,” says Dumbledore to the boy who lived. In
literature and film, the characters

we applaud and root for are
those who transcend their inborn
limitations, and not those who
remain the same.
The record of our experience in
this world attests to our perennial, dim hope that we can be
more than we are right now. One
more example, this time from
the real world, should suffice to
illustrate this point.
There have been people who
transcend the prejudices and
myopia of their culture who modern society speaks of as if they
were nearly divine. It is because
they have accomplished something that can only be achieved
by a miracle that they are spoken
of in this way. No one talks about
Martin Luther King, Gandhi, or
Mandela as if they were ordinary
people, and this is because
they did not respond to hate
and oppression with hate and
violence as hated and oppressed
people ordinarily might, but
rather actualized something else
entirely, something not human
and more likely than not divine.
This is not to say that they were
not ordinary people, but simply
that a basic recognition of their
transcendence in this respect
makes it so that no one in their
right mind talks about them as if
they were ordinary people.
The value represented here is
not some crass moralism or
legalistic adherence to the ten
commandments that asks us to
perform the proverbial definition
of insanity by doing the same
thing over and over again and
expecting different results. It is
fundamentally a willingness to
change, and to reach beyond
the inhibitions of fear and
cultural prejudice that make us
sociological statistics instead
of human beings made in the
image of God. This is fundamentally what following Jesus is
all about: reclaiming our human
dignity by participating in the
new creation of humanity and
the world. Transcendence stands
at the door and knocks, and
finite humans should open it.
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Cynical about cynicism
by Jonathon Moore
In Monday’s chapel talk, Christiana Fitzpatrick made a point
that was honest and important.
She focused on the importance
of thanksgiving over constant
critique, confessing her own
impulse to give the latter rather
than the former. In light of this,
she devoted the remainder of
her chapel talk to pouring out
thanksgiving, particularly focusing on reasons to be thankful
for Covenant’s student body.
Ms. Fitzpatrick said this thanksgiving was fitting, in part, because
it is Student Appreciation Week.
In passing, she mentioned that
some students may be cynical of
Student Appreciation Week. Her
acknowledgement of our potential cynicism was helpful, especially
in light of her personal confession.
I hear, espouse, and fight with
my own cynicism, as I think does
much of the student body, when

it comes to this week of special
meals, snacks on the chapel lawn,
and photobooths in Carter lobby.
I don’t know exactly what Student
Development has in mind when
they plan Student Appreciation
Week or if it is a thing common
among educational institutions.
Maybe Student Development
likes us, or maybe they want to
butter us up? Maybe they want to
encourage us for the final stretch
or maybe they want to bribe
us? In any case, I want to use
this opportunity to examine our
reactions, as a student body, to
the various events, speakers, and
talks that are a part of Student
Appreciation Week. In our attitude
toward this week, do we revel
in cool, careful cynicism or is our
default search one for joy?
I live in tension with the
cynic Jonathan and the idealist
Jonathan. I can be so distrusting
of acts of kindness sometimes
that my suspicion undercuts any

possible gratefulness. Thus, to
accept something like Student
Appreciation Week at face value
(“They appreciate us!”) seems
strange and naïve because I
have trained myself to doubt
first and accept later.
Those of us who struggle
with the inner cynic do so
because we know ourselves;
we are extremely well versed
in a doctrine of depravity that
stresses, correctly, the unfaithfulness of humans. We have
seen ourselves live this out and
we are quite aware that pure
motivation is rare.
I have found that the more
cynical we are, the less hopeful,
the more sarcastic, and the
less genuine we are too. Our
cynicism is also theoretical and
reactionary, as opposed to
thanksgiving, which is rooted in
the real and the practical, in the
dirt and the sweat.
My cynicism may also drive

me to doubt the sincerity of
others’ expressions of thanks
and praise and I wonder if this
is because my own heart is
not full of those either. When
praying with a group of people,
for example, my cynicism drives
me to remember, not the God of
mercy, but the fact that everyone else may be as distracted as
I am. I doubt the joy of others
because I myself do not have joy.
It seems that cynicism is
rooted in doubt. We doubt the
sincerity of others and ourselves,
and we begin to lose hope.
Cynicism is a poison, if taken
in overdose, and the cure is the
Cross. We must realize that God
is unequivocally sincere in his
affection for us, and we can rest
knowing that he is committed
to our well-being.
We hear often about how awesome Covenant is, but sometimes
it seems like we are still trying
to sell the school to ourselves.

Sandswamp.com

Ms. Fitzpatrick stood on the
chapel stage and gave of herself.
She expressed thanks, which is
far more vulnerable a thing to
communicate than a logical and
systematic critique. To the cynic,
the cool, and the collected alike,
thanksgiving is often too reckless
to give and too hard to believe.
Given this attitude toward
thankfulness, there are two
options for responding to what
Christiana had to say: 1) She
was telling the truth, or 2) She
was lying. I would encourage
you to choose option one. Sure,
people can be superficial and
say nice things that they don’t
really mean, but that does not
give us credence to discount
thankful words. Christiana did
not speak in theory. It is cynicism
lives in theory. Christiana spoke
in thankfulness, in the practical,
functional, real life. Christiana
demonstrated this and for her
reminder I am thankful.

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Opinions, please contact Opinions editor Lynae Rockwell lynae.rockwell@covenant.edu.
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March madness is here
by Katie Tingle
This past Saturday, numerous
teams of expectant spikeball
victors woke up, donned
costumes and athletic apparel,
and headed out into the rain on
Dottie Brock lawn for the Third
Annual Spikeball tournament. The
tournament was an event hosted
by the Student-Athletic Advisory
Committee at Covenant (SAAC).
SAAC acts as the delegation of
the student-athletes’ voice to the
NCAA Division III community, the
USA South Athletic Conference in
particular.
“People love spikeball and
cheap t-shirts, so why not give
them both,” said Junior Lulu Johnson, Covenant’s SAAC President.
All the proceeds SAAC raised this
year through the tournament will
go to the Chattanooga Special
Olympics.
Last year, the tournament was
a day full of sun, music, and
spikeball. Spectators sat along the
lawn pathways to watch games
for hours. While this year was
drastically different due to the
weather, the level of competition

remained consistent and even
improved.
“The rain changed the way
most of us played. In some
situations the ability to slide
was helpful, but it also caused a
number of mishaps. I also felt that
the competition (at least in the
girl’s bracket) was stronger this
year than last.” said senior Mary
Buys.
There were three divisions in
the tournament this year: men’s,
women’s, and the newly added
co-ed bracket. The champions of
women’s bracket after hard played
games were senior Molly Peele
and Lulu Johnson.
Junior Snoopy Davidson and his
brother, alumnus Hunt Davidson
‘11, won the men’s bracket. The
brother duo beat out sophomores
Kyle Pickell and Bryce “The Hulk”
Bartelt.
“Those are some darn athletic
boys. Handsome too,” said Pickell
about his competition.
The victors of the co-ed
tournament were Pickell and Beka
“Margo” Saylor.
Spikeball has become a Covenant craze in the last few years,

gaining popularity as Covenant
students add their own flair to the
fundamental sport.
“It is a fun came that is easy to
set up and play anytime, I also like
that it is a game in which you can
see definite improvements as you
play more often. I just love the
moments of greatness in spikeball,
it is fun to watch people save the
ball when is seemed impossible to
save, or get an unexpected hit on
the net,” said Buys.
The suspended-volleyball game
has a unique effect in transforming the Covenant community
through formal tournaments and
spontaneous games on sunny
afternoons alike.
“My freshmen year not that
many knew about it or played.
Now, it seems like everyone has
a set and plays every chance they
get, especially on warm, sunny
days. I think it has definitely
increased the feel of community
on campus, at least for me. It's
fun playing with random people
and starting new friendships that
I might not have had otherwise,”
said Johnson.
At the end of a long day of sets

Christina Schuman

and slams, it is safe to say the
Third Annual Spikeball tournament was different, but a sound
success. Congratulations to the
victors and other participants.
“Everyone get your spikeball on
and start practicing for next year!”
said Johnson.

Dream Spikeball partners:
“Alex Morgan. I have no idea if
she is any good but she's a boss
so why not.” – Lulu Johnson
“Christian Bale as Batman.” –
Mary Buys
“Bruce Lee. That man would do
things on the spikeball court that
have never been done before.” –
Kyle Pickell

Scots Spotlight: Chandler Shepherd
by Grace Hooper
Year: Senior
Hometown: Conyers, GA
Sport: Softball
Position: Shortstop/Infield
Major: English, Coaching
minor
How long have you played
softball?
I started playing baseball when
I was 5 or so and played both
softball and baseball until my
dad made me switch to softball
only when I turned 10.
What/who got you to start
playing softball?
I really liked baseball, I wanted
to be the first girl to pitch for
the braves and have Javy Lopez
as my catcher. Since that dream

was kinda shot down, I figured
softball was the next best
thing. My dad definitely helped
me out and worked with me to
get better.

ing and praying by myself and
then sprint to the dugout.
Sometimes I like to work on my
hackey sack skills…and they
could really use some work.

What is something about you
that most people don’t know?
I am a blackbelt in American
Karate. I was on slime time live in
4th grade.

nature. I like to continue that at
Covenant by jumping in Krispy
Kreme’s dumpsters to get free
donughts. It’s not as exciting, but
it’s a quick way to make friends.

What’s your favorite
tradition of the Lady Scots’
softball team?
I don’t know if this is a
tradition, but usually once a
season (if not more) we all get
together and have a bonfire
and makes smores and sing
songs and play games. My
favorite is star tripping…if
you’re not sure ask a softball
player.

What’s your favorite Bible
verse and why?
Philippians 2 is a great chapter,
but my favorite is Philippians
2:5. “Always have the attitude
of Christ” has kinda become
my life motto over the years.
When I was little my dad would
say you can always control your
attitude even if you’re having a
bad day. I think our actions and
words reflect our attitudes, so
having our attitudes reflecting
Christ makes playing and living
in a Christlike manner that
much easier.

Who do you look up to most
and why?
It’s a tie between my grandma,
Gam, and my dad. Both of
them are so awesome and
really know what it means to
live out the gospel. They are
so friendly and never meet a
stranger and show the love of
God to everyone they come in
contact with. I want to be like
them when I grow up.

What's your favorite Covenant College event?
80s skate night. Who doesn’t
like wearing neon and roller
skating to 80s music?!

What do you do to get
pumped up for games?
I like to take an extra few
minutes in the outfield stretch-

What is the most exciting
thing you've ever done?
In high school I got in trouble for
trespassing and things of that

Smile or game face?
Smile. I made a rule for pictures
that for every serious one we
get to take a silly one. I can’t
pull off the game face.
Favorite song?
How Deep The Father's Love For
Us. I like to read the lyrics when
I am feeling down. Or Wagon
Wheel…the Old Crow version.

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Sports, please contact Sports editor Grace Hooper at grace.hooper@covenant.edu.

